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ABSTRACT
Counting the frequency of small subgraphs is a fundamental
technique in network analysis across various domains, most
notably in bioinformatics and social networks. The special
case of triangle counting has received much attention. Get-
ting results for 4-vertex or 5-vertex patterns is highly chal-
lenging, and there are few practical results known that can
scale to massive sizes.
We introduce an algorithmic framework that can be adopted
to count any small pattern in a graph and apply this frame-
work to compute exact counts for all 5-vertex subgraphs.
Our framework is built on cutting a pattern into smaller
ones, and using counts of smaller patterns to get larger
counts. Furthermore, we exploit degree orientations of the
graph to reduce runtimes even further. These methods avoid
the combinatorial explosion that typical subgraph counting
algorithms face. We prove that it suffices to enumerate only
four specific subgraphs (three of them have less than 5 ver-
tices) to exactly count all 5-vertex patterns.
We perform extensive empirical experiments on a vari-
ety of real-world graphs. We are able to compute counts of
graphs with tens of millions of edges in minutes on a com-
modity machine. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first practical algorithm for 5-vertex pattern counting that
runs at this scale. A stepping stone to our main algorithm
is a fast method for counting all 4-vertex patterns. This
algorithm is typically ten times faster than the state of the
art 4-vertex counters.
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Subgraph counting is a fundamental network analysis tech-
nique used across diverse domains: bioinformatics, social sci-
ences, and infrastructure networks studies [25, 14, 33, 32, 11,
34, 20, 26, 6, 21, 45, 54, 41]. The high frequencies of certain
subgraphs in real networks gives a quantifiable method of
proving they are not Erdo˝s-Re´nyi [25, 53, 32]. Distributions
of small subgraphs are used to evaluate network models, to
summarize real networks, and classify vertex roles, among
other things [25, 34, 11, 26, 20, 6, 39, 16, 51].
The main challenge of motif counting is combinatorial ex-
plosion. As we see in our experiments, the counts of 5-vertex
patterns are in the orders of billions to trillions, even for
graphs with a few million edges. An enumeration algorithm
is forced to touch each occurrence, and cannot terminate in a
reasonable time. The key insight of this paper is to design a
formal framework of counting without enumeration (or more
precisely, counting with minimal enumeration). Most exist-
ing methods [26, 8, 57, 35] work for graphs of at most 100K
edges, limiting their uses to (what we would now consider)
fairly small graphs. A notable exception is recent work by
Ahmed et al on counting 4-vertex patterns, that scales to
hundreds of millions of edges [3].
1.1 The problem
Our aim is simple: to exactly count the number of all
vertex subgraphs (aka patterns, motifs, and graphlets) up
to size 5 on massive graphs. There are 21 such connected
subgraphs, as shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, there are 11 dis-
connected patterns, which we discuss in §A of the Appendix.
Throughout the paper, we refer to these subgraphs/motifs
by their number. (Our algorithm also counts all 3 and 4
vertex patterns.) We give a formal description in §2.1.
Motif-counting is an extremely popular research topic,
and has led to wide variety of results in the past years. As
we shall see, numerous approximate algorithms that have
been proposed for this problem [56, 49, 9, 40, 35, 27]. Espe-
cially for validation at scale, it is critical to have a scalable,
exact algorithm. ESCAPE directly addresses this issue.
1.2 Summary of our contributions
We design the Efficient Subgraph Counting Algorithmic
PackagE (ESCAPE), that produces exact counts of all ≤ 5-
vertex subgraphs. We provide a detailed theoretical analysis
and run experiments on a large variety of datasets, includ-
ing web networks, autonomous systems networks, and social
networks. All experiments are done on a single commodity
machine using 64GB memory.
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Figure 1: Connected 4 and 5-vertex patterns
Scalability through careful algorithmics. Conventional
wisdom is that 5-vertex pattern counting is not feasible be-
cause of size. There are a host of approximate methods,
such as color coding [26, 8, 58], MCMC based sampling
algorithms [9], edge sampling algorithms [35, 56, 55]. We
challenge that belief. ESCAPE can do exact counting for
patterns up to 5 vertices on graphs with tens of millions of
edges in a matter of minutes. (As shown in the experimental
section of the above results, they do not scale graphs of such
sizes.) For instance, ESCAPE computes all 5 vertex counts
on an router graph with 22M edges in under 5 minutes.
Avoiding enumeration by clever counting. One of the
key insights into ESCAPE is that it suffices to enumerate a
very small set of patterns to compute all 5 vertex counts.
Essentially, we build a formal framework of “cutting” a pat-
tern into smaller subpatterns, and show that it is practically
viable. From this theoretical framework, we can show that
it suffices to exhaustively enumerate a special (small) subset
of patterns to actually count all 5-vertex patterns. Counting
ideas to avoid enumeration have appeared in the past prac-
tical algorithms [24, 3, 18, 19] but in a more ad hoc manner
(and never for 5-vertex patterns.)
The framework is absolutely critical for exact counting, since
enumeration is clearly infeasible even for graphs with a mil-
lion edges. For instance, an automonous systems graph with
11M edges has 1011 instances of pattern 17 (in Fig. 1). We
achieve exact counts with clever data structures and combi-
natorial counting arguments.
Furthermore, using standard inclusion-exclusion arguments,
we prove that the counts of all connected patterns can be
used to get the counts of all (possibly disconnected) patterns.
This is done without any extra work on the input graph.
Exploiting orientations. A critical idea developed in
ESCAPE is orienting edges in a degeneracy style ordering.
Such techniques have been successfully applied to triangle
counting before [12, 13, 43]. Here we show how this tech-
nique can be extended to general pattern counting. This
is what allows ESCAPE to be feasible for 5-vertex pat-
tern counting, and makes it much faster for 4-vertex pattern
counting.
Improvements for 4-vertex patterns counting. The
recent PGD package of Ahmed et al. [3] has advanced the
state of art significantly with better 4-vertex pattern algo-
rithms. ESCAPE is significantly faster, even by a factor of
thousands in some instances.
Trends in 5-vertex pattern counts: Our ability to count
5-vertex patterns provide a powerful graph mining tool. While
a thorough analysis of 5-vertex counts is beyond the scope
of this paper, we show a few examples on how our results
can be potentially used for edge prediction and graph clas-
sification.
Figure 2: Speedup achieved by Escape over PGD (computed as
runtime of PGD/runtime of ESCAPE).
1.3 Related Work
In fields as varied as social sciences, biology, and physics,
it has been observed that the frequency of small pattern
subgraphs plays an important role in graph structure [25,
14, 52, 53, 17, 32, 11, 20, 6, 54, 21, 44, 45, 41]. Specifically
in bioinformatics, pattern counts have significant relevance
in graph classiciation [32, 34, 23].
In social networks, Ugander et al. [51], underlined the sig-
nificance of 4-vertex patterns by proposing a “coordinate
system” for graphs based on the motifs distribution. This
was applied to classification of comparatively small networks
(thousands of vertices). We stress that this was useful even
without graph attributes, and thus the structure itself was
enough for classification purposes. A number of recent re-
sults have used small subgraph counts for detecting commu-
nities and dense subgraphs [36, 48, 7, 50].
From the practical algorithmics standpoint, triangle count-
ing has received much attention. We simply refer the reader
to the related work sections of [47, 40]. Gonen and Shavitt [22]
propose exact and approximate algorithms for computing
non-induced counts of some 4-vertex motifs. They also con-
sider counting number of motifs that a vertex participates in,
an instance of a problem called motif degree counting, which
has gained a lot of attention recently (see [31, 42, 22, 10]).
Marcus and Shavitt [29] give exact algorithms for comput-
ing all 4-vertex motifs running in time O(d ·m+m2). Here
d is the maximum vertex degree and m is the number of
edges. Their package RAGE does not scale to large graphs.
The largest graph processed has 90K edges and takes 40
minutes. They compare with the bioinformatics FANMOD
package [56, 55], which takes about 3 hours.
A breakthrough in exact 4-vertex pattern counting was
recently achieved by Ahmed et al. [3, 4]. Using techniques
on graph transitions based on edge addition/removal, their
PGD (Parametrized Graphlet Decomposition) package han-
dles graphs with tens of millions of edges and more, and is
many orders of magnitude faster than RAGE. It routinely
processes 10 million edge graphs in under an hour. There are
other results on counting 4-vertex patterns, but none achieve
the scalability of PGD [46, 24]. We consider PGD to be the
state-of-the-art for 4-vertex pattern counting. They do de-
tailed comparisons and clearly outperform previous work.
(Notably, the authors made their code public [2].)
Elenberg et al. [18, 19] give algorithms for computing pat-
tern profiles, which involve computing pattern counts per
vertex and edge. This is a significantly harder problem, and
Elenberg et al. employ approximate and distributed algo-
rithms. The maximum graph size they handle is in order of
tens of millions of edges.
Many of the results above [3, 46, 19] use combinatorial
strategies to cut down enumeration, which our cutting frame-
work tries to formalize. For the special case of vertex and
edge profiles, Melckenbeeck et al. give an automated method
to generate combinatorial equations for profile counting [30].
These results only generate linear equations, and do not pre-
scribe the most efficient method of counting. In contrast,
our cutting framework generates polynomial formulas, and
we deduce the most efficient formula for 5-vertex patterns.
As an alternative exact counting, Jha et al. [27] proposed
3-path sampling to estimate all 4-vertex counts. Their tech-
nique builds on wedge sampling [37, 40, 28] and samples
paths of length 3 to estimate various 4-vertex statistics.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no method (ap-
proximate or exact) that can count all 5-vertex patterns for
graphs with millions of edges.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Formal description of the problem
Our input is an undirected simple graph G = (V,E), with
n vertices and m edges. We distinguish subgraphs from
induced subgraphs [15]. A subgraph is a subset of edges.
An induced subgraph is obtained by taking a subset V ′ of
vertices, and taking all edges among these vertices.
We wish to get induced and non-induced counts for all pat-
terns up to size 5. As shown later in Theorem 3, it suffices
to get counts for only connected patterns, since all other
counts can be obtained by simple combinatorics. The con-
nected 4-vertex and 5-vertex patterns are shown in Fig. 1.
For convenience, the ith 4-pattern refers to ith subgraph
with 4 vertices in Fig. 1. For example, the 6th 4-pattern in
the four-clique and the 8th 5-pattern is the five-cycle.
Without loss of generality, we focus on computing induced
subgraph counts. We use Ci (resp. Ni) to denote the in-
duced (resp. non-induced) count of the ith 5-pattern. Our
aim is to compute all Ci values. A simple (invertible) linear
transformation gives all the Ci values from the Ni values.
we provide details in §B of the Appendix.
2.2 Notation
The input graph G = (V,E) is undirected and has n ver-
tices and m edges. For analysis, we assume that the graph
is stored as an adjacency list, where each list is a hash table.
Thus, edge queries can be made in constant time.
We denote the degree ordering of G by ≺. For vertices
i, j, we say i ≺ j, if either d(i) < d(j) or d(i) = d(j) and
i < j (comparing vertex id). We construct the degree ordered
DAG G→ by orienting all edges in G according to ≺.
Our results and proofs are somewhat heavy on notation,
and important terms are provided in Tab. 2.2. Counts of
certain patterns, especially those in Fig. 3, will receive spe-
cial notation. Note that some of these patterns are directed,
since we will require the count of them in G→.
We will also need per-vertex, per-edge counts for some
patterns. For example, T (G) denotes the total number of
triangles, while T (i), T (e) denote the number of triangles
incident to vertex i and edge e respectively.
Notation Count
d(i) degree of i
W (G) wedge
W++(G
→),W+−(G→) out-wedge, inout-wedge
W (i, j) wedge between i, j
W++(i, j) outwedge between i, j
W+−(i, j) wedge from i to j
T (G), T (i), T (e) triangle
C4(G), C4(i), C4(e) 4-cycle
K4(G),K4(i),K4(e) 4-clique
D(G) diamond
DD(G→) directed diamond
DP (G→) directed 3-path
DBP (G→) directed bipyramid
3. MAIN THEOREMS
Out-wedge Inout-wedge Directed Diamond
Wedge
Diamond Directed 3-path
`
k j
i
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Figure 3: Fundamental patterns for 4-vertex (above) and 5-
vertex (below) pattern counting
Our final algorithms are quite complex and use a variety
of combinatorial methods for efficiency. Nonetheless, the fi-
nal asymptotic runtimes are easy to express. (While we do
not focus on this, the leading constants in the O(·) are quite
small.) Our main insight is: despite the plethora of small
subgraphs, it suffices to enumerate a very small, carefully
chosen set of subgraphs to count everything else. Further-
more, these subgraphs can themselves be enumerated with
minimal overhead.
Theorem 1. There is an algorithm for exactly counting all
connected 4-vertex patterns in G whose runtime is O(W++(G
→)+
W+−(G→) +DD(G→) +m+ n) and storage is O(n+m).
Theorem 2. There is an algorithm for exactly counting all
connected 5-vertex patterns in G whose runtime is O(W (G)+
D(G) +DP (G→) +DBP (G→) +m+ n) and storage com-
plexity is O(n+m+ T (G)).
Note that previous theorems only handle connected pat-
terns. But a routine inclusion-exclusion argument yields the
following theorem.
Theorem 3. Fix a graph G. Suppose we have counts for
all connected r-vertex patterns, for all r ≤ k. Then, the
counts for all (even disconnected) k-vertex patterns can be
determined in constant time (only a function of k).
Outline of remaining paper: §4 gives a high level
overview of our main techniques. §5 discusses the cutting
framework used to reduce counting all patterns into enu-
meration of some specific patterns (namely, those in Fig. 3).
In §6, we apply this framework to 4-vertex pattern count,
and prove Theorem 1. In §7, we work towards 5-vertex pat-
tern counting and prove Theorem 2.
The proof and discussion of Theorem 3 is omitted because
of space constraints and appears in §A of the Appendix. In
the remainder of this main body of the paper, we only focus
on connected patterns.
4. MAIN IDEAS
The goal of ESCAPE is to avoid the combinatorial ex-
plosion that occurs in a typical enumeration algorithm. For
example, the tech-as-skitter graph has 11M edges, but
2 trillion 5-cycles. Most 5-vertex pattern counts are up-
wards of many billions for most of the graphs (which have
only 10M edges). Any algorithm that explicitly touches
each such pattern is bound to fail. The second difficulty is
that the time for enumeration is significantly more than the
count of patterns. This is because we have to find all poten-
tial patterns, the number of which is more than the count
of patterns. A standard method of counting triangles is to
enumerate wedges, and check whether it participates in a
triangle. The number of wedges in a graph is typically an
order of magnitude higher than the number of triangles.
Idea 1: Cutting patterns into smaller patterns.
For a pattern H, a cut set is a subset of vertices whose
removal disconnects H. Other than the clique, every other
pattern has a cut set that is a strict subset of the vertices
(we call this a non-trivial cut set). Formally, suppose there
is some set of k vertices S, whose removal splits H into
connected components C1, C2, . . .. Let the graphs induced
by the union of S and Ci be Hi. The key observation is that
if we determine the following quantities, we can count the
number of occurrences of H.
• For each set S of k vertices in G, the number of occur-
rences of H1, H2, . . . that involve S.
• The number of occurrences of H ′, for all H ′ with fewer
vertices than H.
The exact formalization of this requires a fair bit of notation
and the language of graph automorphisms. This gives a set
of (polynomial) formulas for counting most of the 5-vertex
patterns. These formulas can be efficiently evaluated with
appropriate data structures.
There is some art in choosing the right S to design the
most efficient algorithm. In most of the applications, S is
often just a vertex or edge. Thus, if we know the number of
copies of Hi incident to every vertex and edge of G, we can
count H. This information can be determined by enumer-
ating all the His, which is a much simpler problem.
Idea 2: Direction reduces search. A classic algorith-
mic idea for triangle counting is to convert the undirected
G into the DAG G→, and search for directed triangles [12,
38, 13]. We extend this approach to 4 and 5-vertex pat-
terns. The idea is to search for all non-isomorphic DAG
versions of the pattern H in G→. This is combined with
Idea 1, where we break up patterns in smaller ones. These
smaller patterns are enumerated through G→, since the di-
rection significantly cuts down the combinatorial expansion
of the enumeration procedure. The use of graph orientations
has been employed in theoretical algorithms for subgraph
counting [5]. We bring this powerful technique to practical
counting of 4 and 5-vertex patterns.
5. THE CUTTING FRAMEWORK
This section introduces the framework of our algorithms.
We start with introducing the theory, and then discuss how
it can used for algorithm design and present its application
to 5-pattern 2 counting.
Let H be a pattern we wish to count in G. For any set
of vertices C in H, H|C is the subgraph of H induced on
C. For this section, it is convenient to consider G and H
as labeled. This makes the formal analysis much simpler.
(Labeled counts can be translated to unlabeled counts by
pattern automorphism counts.)
We formally define a match and a partial match of the
patterm H = (V (H), E(H)). As defined, a match is basi-
cally an induced subgraph of G that is exactly H.
Defn. 1. A match of H is a bijection pi : S → V (H) where
S ⊆ V and ∀s1, s2 ∈ S, (s1, s2) is an edge ofG iff (pi(s1), pi(s2))
is an edge of H. The set of distinct matches of H in G is
denoted match(H).
If pi is only an injection (so |S| < |V (H)|), then pi is a
partial match.
A match pi : S → V (H) extends a partial match σ : T →
V (H) if S ⊃ T and ∀t ∈ T , pi(t) = σ(t).
Defn. 2. Let σ be a partial match of H in G. The H-degree
of σ, denoted degH(σ), is the number of matches of H that
extend σ.
We now define the fragment of G that is obtained by cut-
ting H into smaller patterns.
Defn. 3. Consider H with some non-trivial cut set C (so
|C| < |V (H)|), whose removal leads to connected compo-
nents S1, S2, . . .. The C-fragments of H are the subgraphs
of H induced by C ∪ S1, C ∪ S2, . . .. This set is denoted by
FragC(H).
Before launching into the next definition, it helps to ex-
plain the main cutting lemma. Suppose we find a copy
σ of H|C in G. If σ extends to a copy of every possible
Fi ∈ FragC(H) and all these copies are disjoint, then they
all combine to give a copy of H. When these copies are not
disjoint, we end up with another graph H ′, which we call a
shrinkage.
Defn. 4. Consider graphs H, H ′, and a non-trivial cut set
C forH. Let the graphs in FragC(H) be denoted by F1, F2, . . ..
A C-shrinkage of H into H ′ is a set of maps {σ, pi1, pi2, . . . ,
pi|FragC(H)|
} with the following properties.
• σ : H|C → H ′ is a partial match of H ′.
• Each pii : Fi → H ′ is a partial match of H ′.
• Each pii extends σ.
• For each edge (i, j) of H ′, there are some index c ∈
|FragC(H)| and vertices a, b ∈ Fi such that pii(a) = i and
pii(b) = j.
The set of graphsH ′ such that there exists some C-shrinkage
of H in H ′ is denoted ShrinkC(H). For H ′ ∈ ShrinkC(H),
the number of distinct C-shrinkages is numShC(H,H
′).
The main lemma tells us that if we know degF (σ) for every
copy σ of H|C and for every C-fragment F , and we know
the counts of every possible shrinkage, we can deduce the
count of H.
Lemma 4. Consider pattern H with cut set C. Then,
match(H) =
∑
σ∈match(H|C)
∏
F∈FragC(H)
degF (σ)
−
∑
H′∈ShrinkC(H)
numShC(H,H
′)match(H ′)
Proof. Consider any copy σ of H|C . Take all tuples of
the form (pi1, pi2, . . . , pi|FragC(H)|
) where pii is a copy Fi ∈
FragC(H) that extends σ. The number of such tuples is
exactly
∑
σ∈match(H|C)
∏
F∈FragC(H)
degF (σ).
Abusing notation, let V (pii) be the set of vertices that pii
maps to Fi. If all V (pii) \ V (C) are distinct, by definition,
we get a copy of H. If there is any intersection, this is
a C-shrinkage of H into some H ′. Consider aggregating
the above argument over all copies σ. Each match of H is
counted exactly once. Each match of H ′ ∈ ShrinkC(H) is
counted for every distinct C-shrinkage of H into H ′, which
is exactly numShC(H,H
′). This completes the proof.
Algorithmically using this lemma: Suppose H is a
5-vertex pattern, and counts for all ≤ 4-vertex patterns are
known. In typical examples, C is either a vertex or an edge.
Thus, each σ in the formula is simply just every possible
vertex or edge. If we can enumerate all matches of each
F ∈ FragC(H), then we can store degF (σ) in appropriate
data structures. Each F has strictly less than 5-vertices
(and in most cases, just 2 or 3), and thus, we can hope to
enumerate F .
Once all degF (σ) are computed, we can iterate over all
σ to compute the first term in Lemma 4. We need to sub-
tract out the summation over ShrinkC(H). Observe that
numShC(H,H
′) is an absolute constant independent of G,
so it can be precomputed. Each H ′ ∈ ShrinkC(H) has less
than 5 vertices, so we already know match(H ′).
This yields match(H). To get the final unlabeled fre-
quency, we must normalize to match(H)/|Aut(H)|. (Here,
Aut(H) is the set of automorphisms of H. The same un-
labeled pattern can be counted multiple times as a labeled
match. For example, every triangle gets counted three times
in match, and we divide this out to get the final unlabeled
frequency.)
Application of lemma for pattern 2: To demonstrate
this lemma, let us derive counts for 5-pattern (2). We use
the labeling in Fig. 1. Let edge (1, 2) be the cut set S. Thus,
the fragments are F1, the wedge {(1, 2), (2, 5)} and F2, the
three-star {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4)}. Every edge in G is a match
of H|S . Consider (i, j) with match σ(i) = 1 and σ(j) = 2.
The degree degF1(σ) is d(j) − 1. The degree degF2(σ) is
(d(i)− 1)(d(j)− 2).
The only possible shrinkage of the patterns is into a tailed
triangle. Let H be the 5-pattern (2), and H ′ be the tailed
triangle. Note that numShC(H,H
′) is 2. In both cases, we
set σ′(1) = 3 and σ′(2) = 1. Set pi1(5) = 2 and pi2(3) =
2, pi2(4) = 4. Alternately, we can change pi2(4) = 2 and
pi2(3) = 4. The set of maps {σ′, pi1, pi2} in both cases forms
a C-shrinkage of this pattern into tailed triangles.
This
match(H) =
∑
(i,j)∈E
[
(d(j)− 1)(d(i)− 1)(d(i)− 2)
+(d(i)− 1)(d(j)− 1)(d(j)− 2)]− 2 ·match(tailed triangle)
Note that H has two automorphisms, as does the tailed
triangle. Thus, the number of tailed triangle matches (as a
labeled graph) is twice the frequency. A simple argument
shows that the number of tailed triangles is
∑
i t(i)(d(i)−2)
(we can also derive this from Lemma 4). Thus,
N2 =
∑
〈i,j〉∈E
(d(j)− 1)
(
d(i)− 1
2
)
− 2
∑
i
t(i)(d(i)− 2)
6. COUNTING 4-VERTEX PATTERNS
A good introduction to these techniques is counting 4-
vertex patterns. The following formulas have been proven
in [27, 3], but can be derived using the framework of Lemma 4.
Theorem 5. # 3-stars =
∑
i
(
d(i)
3
)
, # diamonds =
∑
e
(
t(e)
2
)
,
# 3-paths =
∑
(i,j)∈E(d(i)− 1)(d(j)− 1)− 3 · T (G),
# tailed-triangles =
∑
i t(i)(d(i)− 2)
ij
(a)
i
j
(b)
i
j
(c)
Figure 4: All acyclic orientations of the 4-cycle
For counting 4-cycles, note any set of opposite vertices
(like 1 and 4 in 4-cycle of Fig. 1) form a cut. It is easy to see
that C4(G) =
∑
i<j
(
W (i,j)
2
)
/2. These values are potentially
expensive to compute as a complete wedge enumeration is
required. Employing the degree ordering, we can prove a sig-
nificant improvement. With a little care, we can get counts
per edge. (We remind the reader that  refers to the degree
ordering.)
Theorem 6. C4(G) =
∑
ij
(
W++(i,j)+W+−(i,j)
2
)
. For edge
(i, k) where i  k,
C4((i, k)) =
∑
jk [W++(i, j)+ W+−(i, j) +W+−(j, i) −
1]+
∑
j≺k[W+−(j, i) +W++(i, j)− 1].
Proof. Consider all DAG versions of the 4-cycle, as given
in Fig. 4. Let i denote the highest vertex according to ≺, and
let j be the opposite end (as shown in the figure). The key
observation is that wedges between i and j are either 2 out-
wedges, 2 inout wedges, or one of each. Summing over all
possible js, we complete the proof of the basic count.
Consider edge (i, k) where i  k. To determine the 4-
cycles on this edge, we look at all wedges that involve (i, k).
Suppose the third vertex on such a wedge is j. We have two
possibilities. (i) i  k ≺ j: Thus, (i, k, j) is an out wedge,
and could be a part of a 4-cycle of type (a) or (c). Any out
or inout wedge between i and j creates a 4-cycle. We need
a −1 term to subtract out the wedge (i, k, j) itself.
(ii) i  k  j: This is an inout wedge and can be part of
a 4-cycle of type (b) or (c). Again, any other out or inout
wedge between i and j forms a 4-cycle. A similar argument
to the above completes the proof.
Now, we show how to count 4-cliques.
Theorem 7. (We remind the reader that DD is the number
of directed diamonds, as shown in Fig. 3.) The number of
four-cliques per-vertex and per-edge can be found in time
O(W++(G
→) +DD(G→)) and O(m) additional space.
Proof. Let H denote the directed diamond of Fig. 3.
The key observation is that every four-clique in the origi-
nal graph must contain one (and exactly one) copy of H as
a subgraph. It is possible to enumerate all such patterns in
time linear in DD(G→). We simply loop over all edges (i, j),
where i ≺ j. We enumerate all the outout wedges involving
(i, j), and determine all triangles involving (i, j) with i as
the smallest vertex. Every pair of such triangles creates a
copy of H, where (i, j) forms the diagonal. For each such
copy, we check for the missing edge to see if it forms a four-
clique. Since we enumerate all four-cliques, it is routine to
find the per-vertex and per-edge counts.
We state below a stronger version of the 4-vertex counting
theorem, Theorem 1. This will be useful for 5-vertex pattern
counting.
Theorem 8. In O(W++ +W+−+DD+m) time and O(T )
additional space, there is an algorithm that computes (for all
vertices i, edges e, triangle t): all T (i), T (e), C4(i), C4(e),
K4(i), K4(e), K4(t) counts, and for every edge e, the list of
triangles incident to e.
Proof. A classic theorem basically states that all trian-
gles can be enumerated in O(W++(G
→)) time [12, 38]. (We
used the same argument to prove Theorem 7.) By Theo-
rem 5, once we have per-vertex and per-edge triangle counts,
we can count everything other that 4-cycles and 4-cliques in
linear time. By Theorem 6, enumerating outout and inout
wedges suffices for 4-cycle counting. We add the bound on
Theorem 7 to complete the proof.
7. ONTO 5-VERTEX COUNTS
With the cut framework of §5, we can generate efficient
formulas for all 5-vertex patterns, barring the 5-cycle (pat-
tern 8) and the 5-clique (pattern 21). We give the formulas
that Lemma 4 yields. It is cumbersome and space-consuming
to give proofs of all of these, so we omit them. We break
the formulas into four groups, depending on whether the cut
chosen in a vertex, edge, triangle, or wedge. We use TT (G)
to denote the tailed triangle count in G. After stating these
formulas, we will later explain the algorithm that computes
the various Nis.
Theorem 9. [Cut is vertex] N1 =
∑
i
(
d(i)
4
)
N3 =
∑
i
∑
(i,j)∈E(d(j)−1)−4·C4(G)−2·TT (G)−3·T (G)
N4 =
∑
i t(i)(d(i)− 2)
N7 =
∑
i C4(i)(d(i)− 2)− 2 ·D(G)
N9 =
∑
i
(
ti
2
)− 2 ·D(G)
N15 =
∑
iK4(i)(d(i)− 3)
Theorem 10. [Cut is edge] N2 =
∑
〈i,j〉∈E(d(j)−1)
(
d(i)−1
2
)−
2 · TT (G)
N5 =
∑
e=〈i,j〉∈E(d(i)− 1)(d(j)− T (e))− 4 ·D(G)
N6 =
∑
e=(i,j)∈E te(d(i)− 2)(d(j)− 2)− 2 ·D(G)
N11 =
∑
e=〈i,j〉∈E
(
T (e)
2
)
(d(i)− 3)
N12 =
∑
e∈E C4(e)T (e)− 4 ·D(G)
N14 =
∑
e
(
T (e)
3
)
N19 =
∑
eK4(e)(t(e)− 2)
For the next theorem, we give a short proof sketch of how
the formulas are obtained.
Theorem 11. [Cut is triangle]
N10 =
∑
t=〈i,j,k〉 triangle[(t(i, j)− 1)(d(k)− 1)]− 4 ·K4(G)
N16 =
∑
t=〈i,j,k〉 triangle(t(i, j)− 1)(t(i, k)− 1)
N20 =
∑
t triangle
(
K4(t)
2
)− 4 ·K4(G)
Proof. Refer to Fig. 1 for labels. We will apply Lemma 4,
where C will be a triangle. For pattern 10, we use vertices
{1, 2, 4} as C; for pattern 16, the cut is {2, 3, 4}; for pattern
20, the cut is {3, 4, 5}. The formulas can be derived using
Lemma 4.
Theorem 12. [Cut is pair or wedge] Define D(i, j) to be the
number of diamonds involving i and h where i and j are not
connected to the chord (in Fig. 1, i maps 1 and j maps to
4). Let CC(i, j, k) be the number of diamonds where i maps
to 1, j maps to 2 and k maps to 4.
N13 =
∑
i≺j
(
W (i,j)
3
)
N17 =
∑
i≺j(W (i, j)− 2)D(j, i)
N18 =
∑
i,j,k
(
D(i,j,k)
2
)
ji
(a)
j
i
(b)
i
j
Directed tailed-triangle
Figure 5: Directed patterns for 5-cycle and 5-clique counting
Proof. The formula for N13 is straightforward. For pat-
tern 17, we choose vertices 3 and 4 as the cut. Observe
that vertices 1, 2, 3, and 4 form a diamond. For the wheel
(pattern 18), we use the “diagonal” 2, 1, 5 as the cut. The
fragments are both diamonds sharing those vertices.
Finally, we put everything together. The following theo-
rem (and proof) show an algorithm that uses the formulas
given above.
Theorem 13. Assume we have all the information from The-
orem 8. All counts in Theorem 9, Theorem 10, and Theo-
rem 11 can be computed in time O(W (G) +D(G) + n+m)
and O(n+m+ T (G) storage.
Proof. The counts of Theorem 9, Theorem 10, and The-
orem 11 can be computed in O(n), O(m), and O(T ) time
respectively. We can obviously count N13 in O(W ) time,
by enumerating all wedges. For the remaining, we need to
generate D(i, j) and D(i, j, k) counts.
Let us describe the algorithm for N17. Fix a vertex i. For
every edge (i, k), we have the list of triangles incident to
(i, k) (from Theorem 8). For each such triangle (i, k, `), we
can get the list of triangles incident to (k, `). For each such
triangle (k, `, j), we have generated a diamond with i and j
at opposite ends. By performing this enumeration over all
(i, k), and all (i, k, `), we can generate CC(i, j) for all j. By
doing a 2-step BFS from i, we can also generate all W (i, j)
counts. Thus, we compute the summand, and looping over
all i, we compute N17. The total running time is the number
of diamonds plus wedges. An identical argument holds for
N18 and is omitted.
7.1 The 5-cycle and 5-clique
The final challenge is to count the 5-cycle and the 5-clique.
The main tool is to use the DAG G→, analogous to 4-cycles
and 4-cliques.
Theorem 14. Consider the 3-path in Fig. 5, and let P (i, j)
be the number of directed 3-paths between i and j, as ori-
ented in the figure. Let Z be the number of directed tailed-
triangles, as shown in Fig. 5. The number of 5-cycles is∑
i≺j P (i, j) · (W++(i, j) +W+−(i, j))− Z.
Proof. Fig. 5 shows the different possible 5-cycle DAGs.
There are only two (up to isomorphism). In both cases,
we choose i and j (as shown) to be the cut. (Wlog, we
assume that i ≺ j.) The vertices have the same directed
three-path between them. They also have either an out-
wedge or inout-wedge connecting them. Thus, the product∑
i≺j P (i, j) · (W++(i, j) + W+−(i, j)) counts each 5-cycle
exactly once. The shrinkage of either directed 5-cycle yields
the directed tailed-triangle of Fig. 5(d). This pattern is also
counted exactly once in the product above. (One can for-
mally derive this relation using Lemma 4.) Thus, we sub-
stract Z out to get the number of 5-cycles.
Theorem 15. (We remind the reader that DBP is the count
of the directed bipyramid in Fig. 3.) The number of 5-cliques
can be counted in time O(DBP (G)+D(G)+T (G)+n+m).
Proof. First observe that every 5-clique in D contains
one of these directed bipyramids. Thus, it suffices to enu-
merate them to enumerate all 5-cliques. The key is to enu-
merate this pattern with minimal overhead. From Theo-
rem 8, we have the list of triangles incident to every edge.
For every triangle t, we determine all of these patterns that
contain t as exactly the triangle (i, j, k) in Fig. 3.
Suppose triangle t consists of vertices i, j, k. We enumer-
ate every other triangle incident to j, k using the data struc-
ture of Theorem 8. Such a triangle has a third vertex, say `.
We check if i, j, k, ` form the desired directed configuration.
Once we generate all possible ` vertices, every pair among
them gives the desired directed pattern.
The time required to generate the list of ` vertices over
all triangles is at most
∑
t=(i,j,k) t(j, k) ≤
∑
j,k t(j, k)
2 =
O(D(G) + T (G)). Once these lists are generated, the addi-
tional time is exactly DBP to generate each directed pat-
tern.
At long last, we can prove Theorem 2.
Proof. (of Theorem 2) We simply combine all the rel-
evant theorems: Theorem 8, Theorem 13, Theorem 14, and
Theorem 15. The runtime of Theorem 8 is O(W++(G
→) +
W+−(G→)+DD(G→)+m+n). The overhead of Theorem 8
is O(W (G) + D(G) + m + n). Note that this dominates
the previous runtime, since it involves undirected counts.
To generate P (i, j) counts, as in Theorem 14, we can eas-
ily enumerate all such three-paths from vertex i. We can
also generate W (i, j) counts to compute the product, and
the eventual sum. Enumerating these three-paths will also
find all of the directed tailed triangles of Fig. 5. Thus, we
pay an additional cost of DP (G→). We add in the time of
Theorem 15 to get the main runtime bound of O(W + D +
DP (G→) +DBP (G→) +m+ n). The storage is dominated
by Theorem 8, since we explicitly store every triangle of G.
8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our algorithms in C++ and ran our ex-
periments on a computer equipped with a 2x2.4GHz Intel
Xeon processor with 6 cores and 256KB L2 cache (per core),
12MB L3 cache, and 64GB memory. We ran ESCAPE on a
large collection of graphs from the Network Repository [59]
and SNAP [60]. In all cases, directionality is ignored, and
duplicate edges and self loops are omitted. Tab. 1 has the
properties of all these graphs.
The entire ESCAPE package is available as open source
code (including the code used in these results) at [1].
4-vertex pattern counting: We compare ESCAPE with
the Parallel Parameterized Graphlet Decomposition (PGD)
Library [3]. PGD can exploit parallelism using multiple
threads. But our focus is on the basic algorithms, so we
ran ESCAPE and PGD on a single thread. The runtimes of
PGD and ESCAPE are given in Tab. 1, and the speedups,
computed as ratio of PGD runtime to ESCAPE runtime,
are presented in Fig. 2. PGD has not completed after over
170 and 121 hours for tech-ip and ia-wiki-user-edits graphs,
respectively and thus we use these times as lower bounds
for runimtes of PGD for these graphs. The only instance
Table 1: Properties of the graphs.
Runtimes in seconds
|V | |E| |T | PGD ESC-4 ESC-5
soc-brightkite 56.7K 426K 494K 1.20 0.22 6.54
tech-RL-caida 191K 1.22M 455K 3.21 0.25 5.47
flickr 244K 3.64M 15.9M 809K 12.9 961K
ia-email-EU-dir 265K 729K 267K 10.6 0.18 8.69
ca-coauth-dblp 540K 3.05M 444M 585 615 47.4K
web-google-dir 876K 8.64M 13.4M 54.5 2.94 71.8
tech-as-skitter 1,69M 22.2M 28.8M 1.90K 20.3 1.41K
web-wiki-ch-int 1.93M 9.16M 2.63M 4.91K 6.80 798
web-hudong 1.98M 14.6M 5.07M 9.40K 13.6 534
wiki-user-edits 2.09M 11.1M 6.68M 439K 2.92 9.15K
web-baidu-baike 2.14M 17.4M 3.57M 22.9K 16.2 9.46K
tech-ip 2.25M 21.6M 298K 613K 25.7 295
orkut 3.07M 234M 628M 598K 1.19K 217K
LiveJournal 4.84M 85.7M 286M 25.9K 538 37.1K
where PGD was faster is ca-coauthors-dblp, where the
runtimes were comparable. In almost all medium sized in-
stances (< 10M edges), we observe a one order of magni-
tude of speedup on medium sized instances. For large in-
stances (100M edges), ESCAPE gives two orders of magni-
tude speedup over PGD. For instance on the orkut graph
with 234M edges, ESCAPE runs more than 500 times faster
than PGD. We should also note that PGD is already a
well-designed code based on strong algorithms. Most no-
tably, overall runtimes are in the order of seconds for these
very large graphs, as displayed on the right most column
in Tab. 1. For instance, computing exact counts on the as-
skitter graph with 1.7M vertices and 11.1M edges took
only 21.79 seconds. We assert that exact 4-vertex pattern
counting is quite feasible, with reasonable runtimes, for even
massive graphs. We present counts of all 5-patterns in §C
of the Appendix.
5-vertex Pattern Counting: ESCAPE runtimes for
counting 5-patterns are also presented in Tab. 1. We note
that 5-vertex pattern counting can be done in minutes for
graphs with less than 10M edges. For instance, ESCAPE
computes all 5-patterns for tech-ip with 2.25M nodes and
21.6M edges in less than 5 minutes. Thus, randomization is
quite unnecessary for graphs of such size. No other method
we know of can handle even such medium size graphs for this
problem. It is well-documented (refer to [27] for an analysis
of 4-cliques, and to [3] for comparisons to PGD) that existing
methods cannot scale for 10M edge graphs: FANMOD [56],
edge sampling methods [49, 35], ORCA [24].
Runtime Predictions Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 claim
that the runtime of the ESCAPE algorithm is bounded by
the counts of specific patterns (as shown in Fig. 3). Here
we present our validation for only 5-patterns due to space.
We fit a line using coefficients for W (G), D(G), DP (G→)
and DBP (G→). We do not use m and n to limit degrees of
freedom. And the result is presented in Fig. 6, which shows
that the runtime can be accurately predicted as a function
of counts for base patterns as described in Theorem 2.
Trends in pattern counts: We analyze the actual counts
of the various patterns, and glean the following trends.
• Induced vs non-induced: For all patterns, we look at
the ratio Ci/Ni, the fraction of non-induced matches of a
pattern that are also induced. Conversely, one can interpret
1−Ci/Ni as the“likelihood”that a copy of pattern-i contains
another edge. We present the results in Fig. 7. The surpris-
ing observation that across all the graphs, certain patterns
Observed
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100
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104
106
Figure 6: Predicting ESCAPE runtime for 5-patterns. The line
is defined by 1.0E−4∗(1.39W (G)+1.09cc(G)+24.28DP (G→)+
4.41DBP (G→)).
are extremely rarely induced. It is extremely infrequent to
observe 5-patterns 16–20 as induced patterns, which can be
good tool for edge prediction. Note that wedges/triangles
are commonly used for edge prediction, but across all graphs
wedge-to-triangle closure is not frequent at all. This ratio
ca be high for some graphs, for an arbitrary graph wedges
by themselves are not good edge predictors. Also note that
5-pattern 1 frequently remains as a induced pattern, even
though it has 6 potential missing edges. These results show
that going beyond 3 and 4-vertex patterns can reveal more
interesting structures and provide predictive power.
Figure 7: Likelihood that a copy of pattern-i contains another
edge, measured as 1 − Ci/Ni across all graphs. Patterns are
labeled as i-j for j-th i-pattern. 3-1 refers to a two path.
• A measure of transitivity: What is the likelihood that
to vertices with two neighbors are connected by an edge?
What if it was three neighbors instead? An alternate (not
equivalent) method to measure this is the see the fraction of
4-cycles that form diamonds, and the fraction of (13) that
form (14). (The latter is basically taking a pattern where
two vertices have three neighbors, and see how often those
vertices have an edge.) Fig. 8 shows that having 3 common
neighbors significantly increases likelihood of an edge, espe-
cially for social networks.
Figure 8: Comparing transitivity of 3 common neighbors
and 2 common neighbors
• The lack of wheels: The intriguing fact is that wheels
(pattern (18)) are much rarer that one would expect. It ap-
pears to be an “unstable” pattern. Fig. 7 already shows that
they are infrequent as induced patterns. Here we will go
a step further and how often pattern 18 has an additional
edge to turn into pattern 20, and as a basis for compari-
son we will compare it with that of pattern 19, which has
the same number of edges. Results are presented in Fig. 9,
which shows that P18 is more than twice as likely to tun
into Pattern 20 compared to pattern 19.
Figure 9: Ratio of 5-pattern 19 to 5-pattern 18.
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APPENDIX
A. DISCONNECTED PATTERNS
Disconnected patterns can be easily counted in extra con-
stant time, if we have all connected patterns up to a given
size.
Theorem 16. Fix a graph G. Suppose we have counts for
all connected r-vertex patterns, for all r ≤ k. Then, the
counts for all (even disconnected) k-vertex patterns can be
determined in constant time (only a function of k).
Proof. Basically, we show that the counts of discon-
nected patterns is just a polynomial function of counts of
connected patterns with fewer vertices. Formally, we prove
by induction on c, the number of connected components in
the pattern. The base case, c = 1, is trivially true by as-
sumption. For induction, suppose we have counts for all
patterns (of at most k vertices) with at most c connected
components. Consider pattern H with connected compo-
nents H1, H2, . . . , Hc+1. The count is the number of 1-1
matches f : V (H) → V (G) mapping edges of H to edges
of G. Observe that the function “partitions” into 1-1 func-
tions fi : V (Hi) → V (G) (∀i ≤ c + 1) such that all images
are disjoint. But the number of fis is exact the number of
matches of Hi. We now use a one-step inclusion-exclusion
to determine match(H).
match(H) =
c+1∏
i=1
match(Hi)− |F|
where F is the set of maps f : V (H) → V (G) such that
each f |V (Hi) is 1-1, but f is not 1-1. This can only happen
if f maps to a single vertex some set S ⊆ V (H) that is not
contained in a single V (Hi).
We now partition F according to the following scheme.
Consider a non-trivial partition S of V (H) with the following
condition: a non-singleton in S cannot be contained in some
V (Hi). Define FS to be the set of maps where each S ∈ S
is mapped to a single vertex, but these vertices are different
for distinct S. Observe that for any f ∈ FS , f |V (Hi) is 1-1
for all i ≤ c + 1. Thus, F is partitioned into the FSs, and
|F| = ∑S |FS |.
Crucially, we note that FS is exactly the set of matches for
the patternHS created by merging V (H) as follows: for each
S ∈ S, merge S into a single vertex. Since S is non-trivial,
it contains some non-singleton S. This non-singleton is not
contained in any V (Hi); thus, merging S reduces the num-
ber of connected components in H. Thus, HS has strictly
less than c+ 1 connected components, and by induction, we
already know its count.
Thus, we write our main equation as follows, and observe
that the right hand size involves counts that are already
know (by induction).
match(H) =
c+1∏
i=1
match(Hi)−
∑
S
match(HS)
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Figure 10: Disconnected 4-vertex patterns
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Figure 11: Disconnected 5-vertex patterns
B. CONVERSIONBETWEEN INDUCEDAND
NONINDUCED COUNTS
We show how to convert induced pattern counts to non-
induced counts, and vice versa. Algorithmically, it is often
easier to get non-induced counts, and a linear transformation
of these counts suffices to get induced counts. It is standard
that each non-induced pattern count can be obtained as a
linear combination of induced pattern counts (of that size).
We use Ci (resp. Ni) to denote the induced (resp. non-
induced) count of the ith 5-pattern. We can think of the list
of counts as vectors C,N . There is a matrix A such that for
all graphs, N = AC. The matrix is given in Fig. 12. It is
constructed by noting that Ai,j is the number of copies of
pattern j in pattern i. Naturally, C = A−1N , and that is
how we get induced counts from non-induced counts. The
inverse matrix is given in Fig. 13.
C. DETAILED INDUCED COUNTS
Here we present detailed counts for various patterns unto 5
vertices. First, Tab. 2 presents all connected 4-patterns and
some of the 3-vertex patterns relevant to our algorithms.
We also report the induced counts for all connected 5-vertex
patterns in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4.
A =

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 5
1 2 1 2 2 4 4 5 4 6 12 9 10 10 20 20 36 60
1 2 1 2 5 4 4 2 7 6 6 6 10 14 24 18 36 60
1 2 2 6 3 3 4 8 15 30
1 4 2 2 3 6 6 16 12 30 60
1 2 2 1 6 6 5 4 12 14 30 60
1 1 1 2 6 6 3 4 8 16 12 30 60
1 1 1 2 4 2 6 12
1 1 2 2 6 15
1 3 2 2 8 8 24 60
1 6 3 2 4 10 24 60
1 2 4 12 6 24 60
1 1 1 2 1 4 10
1 1 3 10
1 2 6 20
1 4 4 18 60
1 4 1 9 30
1 3 15
1 6 30
1 10
1

Figure 12: Matrix transforming induced 5-vertex pattern counts to non-induced counts
A−1 =

1 −1 1 1 −2 −1 −1 1 2 −3 5
1 −2 −1 −2 −2 4 4 5 4 6 −12 −9 −10 −10 20 20 −36 60
1 −2 −1 −2 −5 4 4 2 7 6 −6 −6 −10 −14 24 18 −36 60
1 −2 −2 6 3 3 −4 −8 15 −30
1 −4 −2 −2 3 6 6 −16 −12 30 −60
1 −2 −2 −1 6 6 5 4 −12 −14 30 −60
1 −1 −1 −2 −6 6 3 4 8 −16 −12 30 −60
1 −1 1 2 −4 −2 6 −12
1 −1 2 2 −6 15
1 −3 −2 −2 8 8 −24 60
1 −6 −3 −2 4 10 −24 60
1 −2 −4 12 6 −24 60
1 −1 −1 2 1 −4 10
1 −1 3 −10
1 −2 6 −20
1 −4 −4 18 −60
1 −4 −1 9 −30
1 −3 15
1 −6 30
1 −10
1

Figure 13: Matrix transforming non-induced 5-vertex pattern counts to induced counts
Table 2: 4 and 5-vertex pattern (induced) counts for various graphs
V E
W++
W
W+−
W T 3-star 3-path tailed 4-cycle Chordal 4-clique
triangle 4-cycle
soc-brightkite 5.7e+4 4.3e+5 0.076 0.194 4.9e+5 1.3e+9 5.3e+8 1.1e+8 2.7e+6 1.2e+7 2.9e+6
tech-RL-caida 1.9e+5 1.2e+6 0.082 0.173 4.5e+5 1.7e+9 5.8e+8 7.7e+7 4e+7 7.4e+6 4.2e+5
flickr 2.4e+5 3.6e+6 0.013 0,029 1.6e+7 1.1e+13 4.9e+11 1.4e+11 2.4e+09 4.7e+09 1.2e+08
ia-email-EU-dir 2.7e+5 7.3e+5 0.005 0.023 2.7e+5 2.2e+11 4.4e+9 3.4e+8 6.7e+6 1e+7 5.8e+5
ca-coauthors-dblp 5.4e+5 3e+7 0.232 0.313 4.4e+8 2.7e+10 4.2e+10 6.7e+10 3.1e+7 3.4e+9 1.5e+10
web-google-dir 8.8e+5 4.7e+6 0.025 0.035 2.5e+6 8.3e+10 1.5e+9 5.1e+8 1.4e+7 2.4e+7 2e+6
tech-as-skitter 1.7e+6 2.2e+7 0.006 0.013 2.9e+7 9.6e+13 8.2e+11 1.6e+11 4.3e+10 2e+10 1.5e+8
web-wiki-ch-internal 1.9e+6 1.8e+7 0.015 0.047 1.8e+7 3.1e+13 1.3e+12 1.3e+11 4.2e+9 2.1e+9 3e+7
web-hudong 2e+6 1.5e+7 0.008 0.015 5.1e+6 1.5e+13 2.2e+11 6.3e+9 2.8e+8 2.5e+8 8.3e+7
wiki-user-edits-page 2.1e+6 1.1e+7 0.000 0.000 6.7e+6 8.8e+16 4.8e+12 2e+12 4.4e+10 7e+10 1e+7
web-baidu-baike 2.1e+6 1.7e+7 0.008 0.021 3.6e+6 7.2e+13 4.8e+11 2.3e+10 5.9e+8 1.8e+8 7.1e+5
tech-ip 2.3e+6 2.2e+7 0.001 0.000 3.0e+5 1.3e+17 1.4e+13 8.6e+9 8e+11 3e+7 2
orkut 3.1e+6 2.3e+8 0.089 0.188 6.3e+8 9.8e+13 1.9e+13 1.5e+12 7.0e+10 4.8e+10 3.2e+9
LiveJournal 4.8e+6 8.6e+7 0.094 0.190 2.9e+8 6.6e+12 1.1e+12 1.2e+11 5.0e+9 1.7e+10 9.9e+9
Table 3: Induced counts for 5 vertex patterns; Patterns 1–12
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11
soc-brightkite 2.3e+11 1.3e+11 2.2e+10 1.7e+10 4e+9 9.7e+9 1.2e+9 3.5e+7 2.2e+8 1.2e+9 2.7e+9
tech-RL-caida 2.4e+11 8e+10 2.1e+10 8.8e+9 2.1e+9 5.1e+9 1.1e+10 3.4e+7 7e+7 5.1e+8 1.8e+9
flickr 4.6e+16 2.2e+15 1.3e+14 6.7e+14 8.9e+12 2.1e+14 2.0e+13 2.0e+11 7.4e+11 4.4e+12 5.8e+13
ia-email-EU-dir 3.1e+14 4.3e+12 3.9e+11 1.9e+11 1.5e+10 1.4e+11 1e+10 1.4e+8 2e+8 4.7e+9 1.1e+10
ca-coauthors-dblp 5.7e+12 5e+12 2.8e+12 4.9e+12 4.2e+12 4.2e+12 1.1e+10 9.8e+8 1.7e+12 4.2e+11 3.6e+11
web-google-dir 4e+13 1.1e+12 4.9e+10 3.6e+11 3.5e+9 2e+10 7.3e+9 2.7e+7 3.5e+8 1e+9 1e+10
tech-as-skitter 6e+17 6.4e+15 7.1e+14 1.3e+15 7.3e+12 2.7e+14 7e+14 3e+11 3.6e+11 3.3e+12 2.9e+14
web-wiki-ch-internal 1.7e+17 8e+15 3.8e+14 1e+15 1.5e+13 2.2e+14 5.2e+13 2.4e+11 6.5e+11 2.6e+12 3.9e+13
web-hudong 7.2e+16 1.2e+15 6.1e+13 4.2e+13 3.2e+11 1.2e+13 2.2e+12 3.7e+9 3.2e+9 3.2e+10 8e+11
wiki-user-edits-page 2.5e+18 1e+18 2.7e+16 4.7e+17 1.1e+13 6.7e+16 1.4e+16 1.2e+11 1.4e+12 5.5e+12 3.8e+16
web-baidu-baike 7.6e+17 4.5e+15 1.5e+14 2.8e+14 1.4e+12 4.4e+13 1.9e+13 2e+10 2.6e+10 1e+11 5.4e+12
tech-ip 4.1e+18 4.2e+17 4.6e+16 1.4e+14 1.2e+12 9.7e+12 3e+16 1.7e+11 8.2e+8 1.3e+11 9.5e+11
orkut 4.5e+17 8.6e+16 1.0e+16 7.1e+15 6.0e+14 2.5e+15 6.3e+14 1.3e+13 1.8e+13 8.2e+13 3.9e+14
LiveJournal 1.9e+16 2.2e+15 3.1e+14 1.7e+14 2.2e+13 5.4e+13 1.5e+13 3.7e+11 1.2e+12 3.8e+12 1.0e+13
Table 4: 5-vertex patterns; Patterns 13–21 and runtimes in seconds
P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 P21
soc-brightkite 1.2e+8 1.4e+7 1.4e+8 6.2e+8 2.4e+8 2.4e+7 1.5e+7 1.9e+8 6.2e+7 1.9e+7
tech-RL-caida 9.8e+7 4.9e+9 3e+8 1.4e+8 6.4e+7 4.1e+7 5.1e+6 3.1e+7 5.8e+6 6.5e+5
Flickr 5.8e+11 3.4e+11 1.8e+12 1.6e+12 6.9e+11 7.2e+10 1.8e+10 1.9e+11 1.5e+10 7.1e+08
ia-email-EU-dir 2.7e+8 8.3e+7 3.8e+8 1.1e+9 2e+8 4.2e+7 9.8e+6 7e+7 9.9e+6 1.1e+6
ca-coauthors-dblp 1.1e+10 2e+7 2.6e+10 3.2e+12 5.2e+10 7.6e+8 3.2e+8 3.5e+11 3.6e+10 5.7e+11
web-google-dir 9.7e+7 3.5e+8 8.8e+8 3.2e+8 8.7e+7 2.5e+7 9e+6 3.7e+7 8.7e+6 1.4e+6
tech-as-skitter 4.6e+11 1.6e+14 7.2e+13 1.3e+12 5e+11 1.3e+11 2.4e+10 2.9e+11 3.8e+10 1.2e+9
web-wiki-ch-internal 3.9e+11 2.7e+12 1e+12 4.3e+11 2e+11 4e+10 3.5e+9 3.1e+10 1.3e+9 4e+7
web-hudong 3.9e+9 1.3e+11 1.2e+10 7.9e+9 5.4e+9 2.4e+9 2.6e+9 6e+9 4.6e+9 1.2e+9
wiki-user-edits-page 5.7e+11 1.6e+15 2.2e+15 3.4e+12 1.2e+12 6.6e+10 1.5e+10 4.6e+11 2e+10 1.4e+7
web-baidu-baike 1.5e+10 1.3e+12 9.4e+10 8e+9 4.4e+9 4.9e+8 2.9e+7 3.4e+8 6.9e+6 9.9e+4
tech-ip 2.5e+11 3.2e+15 2.7e+9 4.4e+4 7.9e+8 4.7e+10 1.5e+8 2.1e+2 0 0
orkut 1.5e+13 1.1e+13 9.7e+12 1.2e+13 7.1e+12 1.4e+12 2.4e+11 1.3e+12 1.4e+11 1.6e+10
LiveJournal 5.0e+11 3.0e+11 7.1e+11 2.3e+12 7.1e+11 1.6e+11 1.3e+11 1.0e+12 6.3e+11 4.7e+11
